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Tired of not knowing where to go to complete your hair, makeup, nails? Serviced is a Byrdie-approved guide to the best treatments in your city, all vetted and approved by editors and beauty insiders - so you'll never leave with post-salon regrets. Counting down the top hair salons in Los Angeles is not an easy task. For those living in the City of Angels, the trendy new salon seems to open every time we
pass the morning run within the brownstone of the Melrose or Arts District. (And with the morning run, we're going to grab a bagel.) However, with the colors cut out, there are some tried and true places to set up a woman who knows well whenever their tresses are molded and needed. The place where L.A. girls come together is because the quality of a given cut is simply unmatched, so they don't find the
perfect salon, one of the toughest beauties? We've rounded up eight of the top hair salons in Los Angeles - we don't know where we will be without them. Read on to see what made the cut with the best hair salon L.A. has to offer. Founded by color expert Tracy Cunningham and veteran hairstylist Neil Weisberg, Meche Salon offers a complete style service. Made up of celebrities such as Shailene
Woodley, Drew Barrymore, Gwyneth Paltrow and Emma Stone, the company is too happy to introduce Miche Salon as one of Los Angeles' top salons. Cuts from Mèche start at $175 and color at $150. Mèche Salon8820 Burton Way, Beverly Hills, 90211 (310) 278-8930 Kevin Ifali Deer Head Paler is one of the second places you walk and immediately feel cooler. Melrose Salon offers some of the best floor-
by-floor cuts we've ever experienced, and the price is a budget-friendly change of pace by L.A. hairstyle standards. Stylist amanda Zaragoza in color is the girl for perfect red, while Jamie Myers is a master of twisted hairy layers. The cut starts at $60 for long hair and $50 for short hair, while colors start at $110. Deer Head Paler7223 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, 90046 (323) 592-3496 Andy LeCompte
Salon Where Do We Start with Andy LeCompte? With clients such as Madonna and Penelope Cruz, Andy cuts to sheer perfection, and some stylists at Andy LeCompte Salon in West Hollywood pass the same quality on their precious locks. Boasting a roster of celebrities including Gwen Stefani and Katy Perry, star stylists and colourists such as Jen Atkin and Vanessa Spas prove that Andy LeComfte
Salon is the team that boasts only the best. LeCompte and Cut started around $600, while a master cut from his stylist turned out $200 and up. Prices start at $150 for colors. Andy LeCompte Salon616 North Almont Drive, West Hollywood, 90069 (310) 273-4100 Stephen Busken has become one of the most popular salons in Los Angeles since opening in early 2016. Founding couple Tim Alex Poliyo and
Mara Rojac originally started at Andy LeComp Salon, Since its opening, the Mare has received stamps of approval from celebrities such as Nicole Richie and Cara Delevingne, and the salon is a must-try for cool girls. The cut starts at $175 and in color at $115. Mare Salon152 North Weatherly Drive, West Hollywood, 90048 (424) 274-3479 James Mountford Classic, a clean cut focused on craftsmanship:
This is what separates Salon Benjamin into one of the best salons in Los Angeles. Founded by celebrity stylist Benjamin Mohafi, the salon has a top-tier team catering to celebrity clients such as Amanda Seyfried and Carey Mulligan. Another privilege for Salon Benjamin? It has locations to the west and east. The cut at Salon Benjamin starts at $165, but you really feel like pulling all the stops, and you can
get a cut with Benjamin starting at $400. Colors start at $130. Salon Benjamin8910 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood, 90069 (424) 249-3296 300 South Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles, 90013 (424) 249-3296 Spokes &amp; Spokes Weal we know you deserve the best - and spokes &amp; Weal is the place to serve it. Stylist John Rayman revolutionized the cutting process with his famous dry cut, and it's this
type of innovation that makes this salon stand out. It's quite a Byrdie-Editor favorite, too. Cuts with Laman start at $800, but budget-friendly cuts are available starting at $75. Colors start at $200. Spokes &amp; Hive looking for a top hair salon on Weal8211 West 3rd Street, Los Angeles, 90048 (323) 591-0979 East? Isolated in a small space in Silver Lake, the hive has always been found to be 10 in
reasonably priced cuts and colors. Owner and stylist Lisa Ren was a big hit after working as a stylist in Los Angeles for 15 years. Hive is the place to go if you're looking for a layered cut with movement and texture. All stylists use high quality products such as Bumble and Bumble to deliver the best results at reasonable prices. Fun fact: The hive also double as an art gallery. Long cuts start at $90, while
colors are over $125. Hive1402 Michelena Street, Los Angeles, 90026(323) 665-1028 5670 York Boulevard, Highland Park, 90042(323) 254-2901 Ramirez Tran Salon in Beverly Hills is the brainchild of master color Johnny Ramirez and extra stylist Johnny Ramirez and extra stylist. It has a beautiful and spacious interior and feels more like a spa trip than a typical touch-up. With a reputation for his
expertise, especially with blond hair, celebrities like Jessica Alba and Kirsten Dunst go to Johnny for a perfectly golden tresses. Johnny and base colors start at $150 to highlights from $350, colors and cuts with a team of salons of professional stylists are available on request. Ramirez Tran Salon8912 West Olympic Boulevard, Beverly Hills, 90211 (310) 724-8167 Nine Zero One Salon Nine Zero Zero One
is a must if you want a typical California girl lock, the stylist has a master of living colors. Perhaps that's why it's a salon for young people. Set. (Regulars include Selena Gomez, Emma Roberts, Jennifer Lawrence, Hilary Uff, and more.) The cut starts at $175, with color ranges from $100 to $325 depending on the course of your choice. And if you don't need a cut or color, but still want to get nine Zero One's
signature beach waves, styling starts at $100. Nine Zero One8469 Melrose Place, West Hollywood, 90069 (310) 855-9099 A cappella salon If you've seen any crush-worthy curls on Instagram, chances are a few of those hair curls have been impressed by the doctor, Shai Amiel, who runs this Studio City salon. From reviving the blow-frying spiral to hand-painted colors, a cappella salon is for curly girls in
the L.A. area and beyond. While booking an appointment with Amiel for you for $250 and a bit of patience (he consistently booked solidly for months), you can hang curly cuts from various stylists starting at $90 in color starting at $110. A cappella Salon12930 Ventura Boulevard #216, Studio City, 91604 (818) 784-4247 looking to extend the life of your cut? Shop this Byrdie go-to below. Dry Bar Mud Slide
Nutrition Hair Mask $35 Shop Uai Hair Oil $28 Shop Life Proof Perfect Hair Day Night Hat Overnight Perfector $29 Shop dpHue Apple Cider Vinegar Hair Rinse Looking to Grow a Lock Before Getting a $46 Shop Cut? These three natural remedies will give the strands a little extra push. Drazen_/Getty Images The coronavirus is still a very big threat, but some states have started to reopen after months of
being locked down. One place where people are excited to get back is their hair salon. For some, hair cuts at home didn't cut it and they have endured weeks of unwieldy hair while patiently waiting to schedule an appointment with their stylist. And like grocery stores, nail salons and gyms, beauty salons have adapted to the new top, and a lot has changed. Although things are done from state to state, we
have talked with some stylists to learn about the changes they are making to their salons in accordance with CDC guidelines for reopening. Find out what to expect next time you go to a beauty salon. Also, read the secrets that hair stylists don't tell you. Thomas Barwick/Getty ImagesSlegedly, there will be no more excitement from the hustle and bustle of a hair salon running full capacity. Hair Industry
Expert and Stylist and Abra Cadabra Hair &amp; Abra McField, CEO of Healing's Salon, says her salon currently has only three chairs opposed to the typical seven chairs. McField says each stylist can only use 2-3 customers, unlike 4-5 customers before COVID-19. Most salons operate at 50% capacity, and if the salon is small, only one customer can take it at a time. Kohei Hara/Getty Images To keep
fellow workers and customers safe, hairdressers are demanding that they wear masks during appointments and do not enter salons without anyone. We need everyone to wear a mask. We also Everyone's temperature on arrival. One of the last safety measures we took was to invest in an air cleaner that removes bacteria, removes dust and breathes everything that flies into the air. The stores will look
different too, here are some things you can no longer see in the destination. Se Bar / Getty ImagesBreet Bonnet, Nikki Moon Salon in Naperville &amp; The spa's manager, Illinois, says his salon has taken many steps to make sure his clients are safe and treating everyone as if they could be infected. Between each appointment, the stylist must change gloves, masks, towels and aprons and disinfect
chairs, bowls, desks and tools. Stylists need to schedule enough time between each appointment, which will take more time and reduce small talk with customers so that they can get out of the salon before their next appointment. Mike Harrington/Getty ImagesImstream cleaning measures have been placed in salons to prevent germs from being transmitted between customers. Many salons have switched
to use disposable gloves, cutting capes and chair covers. For tools such as brushes, shea, and styling tools, they are used in only one client and then thoroughly cleaned. We have adopted a 3 bucket system where all the tools used go to one bucket. After cleaning and rinsing with soap, the tool enters the second bucket. Finally, the third bucket absorbs Barbidet's tools, says McField. We also have the tag
'This seat has been cleaned' or 'this area has been cleaned' to ensure that all of our team and our customers are safe and protected. If you are planning a day of summer play, first read about things you can't see in theme parks. Steve Prezant/Getty Images Clients can no longer collect in waiting areas to be called by their stylists for their appointments. Braden Weinstock, co-founder and owner of Epox Hair,
which reopened the salon on June 2, says customers are waiting in their cars, making phone calls or texting when the stylist is ready to start an appointment. They also screen customers with health questions and regulate the temperature before entering the salon. Learn about common good habits that can backfire during the coronavirus epidemic. The svetikd/Getty Images salon no longer offers walk-in
appointments because it can only have a limited number of clients at a time. Most salons are tightly booked anyway and can't do walk-ins because people couldn't finish their hair for months. svetikd/Getty ImagesBonit's salon has introduced a new contactless payment system and booking system. Some salons can still pay by card, but few are taking cash. This can be a blessing for those who don't have
cash on them - plus, should you really use cash in the post-COVID-19 world anyway? Nancy Honey / Getty Images Some say it's one state that will allow salons to open They can't provide blow-drying services for fear of spreading more germs in the air. Salons in Connecticut, for example, can use blow dryers, but salons in New Hampshire do not. Even if their condition did not put out specific restrictions on
blow dryers, some salons still decided not to use them to keep the process more hygienic. If you go to the Westend61/Getty Images luxury salon, you may have been served coffee, snacks or wine while drinking your hair. Sadly, there is no more snack time. Salons no longer offer food or beverages that are at risk of spreading germs. Also, do not bring your own drinks or snacks. Here's what you'll no longer
see at Costco: Nastasic/Getty Images Hair washing means it should be in the near quarter, so the salon asked customers to cut clean hair. We ask customers to wash their hair and make it dry so we can make a dry cut because we're not doing blow drying yet, which means they won't see how beautiful their hair is when it's done, it's so frustrating to stylists! Weinstock says. Planning a trip? This is
something you can no longer see at the airport. Amriphoto/Getty ImagesCruz said he complied with social immutable rules by removing all other chairs from his boutique from the station. In addition, plexiglass partitions were installed between stations to minimize the spread of germs. I had to do this if all the salons had more square footage, but salons with stations close to each other had to be removed or
not use some. JAG Images/Getty Images Bonnet says his salon updated its cancellation policy to avoid punishing customers for last-minute cancellations. They understand that people may be sick or not comfortable coming to the salon. Now, brush up on the hairstyle terms you need to know before your next visit to the salon. For more information on this development situation, including how life can be
after different locks, see our comprehensive coronavirus guide. Originally published as September 14, 2020 2020
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